FATE OF DENISON GIRLS IN YOUR HANDS!

The fourteen charming young ladies pictured above await Kenyon hands to crown one of them Queen. They have been selected by Denison men from a group of thirty-five Denison seniors as being representative of the ultimate in feminine perfection. Now it is the job of the Kenyon men to select one of the fourteen—the most beautiful, the most charming, the most vivacious—the girl. This young lady—chosen by Kenyonites—will be crowned Queen of the Adytum, Denison year book. Along with her, now of Kenyon will also be selected, in order of preference, three of the young ladies who will be the Queen's Maids-of-Honor. The Queen's and her attendants' pictures will appear in the Adytum above the caption "Selected by Kenyon Men, Kenyon College."

It is indeed an unusual honor which has been given to us at Kenyon. Not within our memory has Kenyon been able to participate in a contest characteristic of combinational life. We feel honored and indebted to the Editor of the Adytum for allowing us to share in their fun.

On page three of The Collegian will be found a ballot which should be filled out with your selection of the most beautiful of the fourteen young ladies. Which number found under each picture should be used for identification on the ballot. In the other three glasses provided, should be placed the code numbers of the three young ladies considered the most beautiful in order of your preference. The ballot should then be placed in the ballot box displayed in the lounge of the Commons. The contest closes on Wednesday, six o'clock.
NEW PRESIDENT

(Continued from Page 1)

for the three years. He is a native of Wisconsin and is thirty-three years old. He graduated from the University of Wisconsin and from there went as a Rhodes Scholar to Oxford University, England. He studied at Oxford three years and obtained the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He joined the faculty of Harvard University where he obtained the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. He was professor of English literature at M.I.T. and from M.I.T. he moved to Harvard to become its President. Dr. Chalmers is well known for his work in the field of Renaissance thought and for his writings and lectures on this subject. He will assume his duties July 1, and in October, after the opening of the school year, will be formally inaugurated as President of Kenyon.

W unconditional Grant
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to our beloved Thaddeus Holmes Chase. Then in the entrance to the Great Hall, all persons will assemble. The muffled drums will roll, swinging in review around the sides of the panelled hall. They will parade. Their banners, their banners, will stand up and be seen around the edges of the hall. This long line follows, there will be a break, and in between, a cordon of color will be formed and it will be followed by the next. An ancient bell will sound its warning to the next group that is entering. The colors, the colors, the colors, will all be seen. The colors, the colors, the colors, will all be seen. The colors, the colors, the colors, will all be seen. The colors, the colors, the colors, will all be seen.

HARVARD, PENN DEFEATED BY KENYON AIRMEN
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cooled to have the strongest college... but such funds found herself forced to be satisfied with one first, one third, and two fourth places. The University's teams were placed... Harvard, Pennsylvania, and Kenyon.

BROOKLYN "WAKE UP AND LIVE" FILLS NU PI

At half past seven last Wednesday evening, Nu Pi Kappa Hall was comfortably filled with people. At quarter past eight the program started. At eight o'clock, there were no seats left and people began to sit on window sills or windows.

Harvard will be greatly disappointed in the contest. Three pounds of flour were dropped from an altitude of three stories and several eggs went off in a good start as both groups did one body... The regulations for the game were... the group... the group... the group. The regulations for the game were... but this time there was no mistake.

"Wake Up and Live" is still... but this time there will be at least a few Kenyonites at their third viewing of the program. We cannot speak highly of this fine film as it is... and there are six grand times. Among them are the titles song "Wake Up and Live," "Sweetheart Ever," "Oh, But I'll Happy," "It's All in My Life," and "Never in a Million Years.

"HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT" is Charles Boyer's latest motion picture and he has... program in preview scenes from the picture and the evening of the Pomper, Friday, May 7, over the nationwide Columbia network, from 8:15 to 10:00 p.m. EDT.

The program will also feature the first appearance on the airwaves of Mary Cooper, who has appeared... and as well as the return after an illness of Francis Langford. Also prominently spotlighted will be the appearance of Alice Jameson and later Gertrude Herren of Raymond Paige and his orchestra.
This Sporting World
By Lee Allen

The recent tennis matches with Tulane, the first real evidence of competition for Kenyon's sophomores and quartet, illustrate the advantages of being able to play all winter.

Batter and Company have been playing a schedule that began with dual matches on the first of March, and the repetition of our new practice is the nice form that the Green Wave demonstrated.

Too much credit cannot be given the Kenyon players for their performance. With Don McNeil off his game and Gordon Reeder carrying a temperature of 102, Kenyon nevertheless went on to gain a tie with a Tulane team that has not tasted defeat in six seasons.

The second doubles match was perhaps the most thrilling play of all, and Morry Lewis and Reeder certainly showed what a fighting heart will do. Lewis showed form that is astonishing for this early in the season, and Reeder proved that his game this year will be a tremendous improvement over his work in the past. His straight set defeat of Bill Westerback in the singles came as a most pleasant surprise.

Don McNeil will naturally turn out the rough spots to his game and do the lifting as he did last year. Don, like the other Kenyon players, has been handicapped by the cumulative weather, and is waiting for day after day of sunshine to bring his game to

Enroe Better lives a happy existence. When asked about his future activities, he replied, "I have a few ideas and am going to Tulane next September, then I am going to play the Florida tournaments. I don't know what I'll do after that. I'd like to play in Europe though." Tennis may offer an uncertain future, but it is a safe bet that most Kenyon students would swap their futures with But for without heartache.

A few weeks ago your commentator expressed the opinion that Kenyon's swimming team was not yet ready for medals with Big Ten universities, but since then a swimmer has been impressed upon him that Kenyon's team right now is capable of defeating several of the Big Ten teams, and would not be no mean achievement by many of them. This assumption is based upon the fact that Roger, Soluch, and others can be counted on to rank with the best of swimmers in their events, and next year the eligibility of Bill Giff and Sonny Davis will be realized. Even the most conservative fan can see how ludicrous it would be to put this fine squad in the water with other Ohio Conference colleges. Try enough, Kenyon would have an undefeated season, but would it not be better to lose a few events to big time colleges. A parallel to this situation is seen in the record of this year's tennis team. Just what good does it do for our nemesis to appear against (Frontboard on Page 4).
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These are the marks of Coach Lambert's boys, and, of course, that famous Tulane.

For this match the score is: 82-70, 82-60, 82-70, 82-60, for the benefit of our new friends in the Dartmouth College, and will be one of the most exciting matches of the season. As the match proceeds, the Dartmouth team will be one of the most exciting matches of the season. As the match proceeds, the Dartmouth team will be
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For Digestion's sake...SMOKE CAMELS

The delightful effect of smoking Camels with your meals and afterwards has been proved again and again in the great laboratory of human experience. Explorers, champion athletes, people in hazardous outdoor work, as well as millions of men and women in homes and offices, find that Camels give digestion off to a good start and make the perfect ending to a meal. When you enjoy Camels, you are rewarded with an increased flow of digestive fluids—alkaline digestive fluids—so important to good digestion. And you can enjoy Camels as often as you like! Camels don't get on your nerves.